
USER MANUAL 

MOMENTS COLLECTION



THANK YOU FOR HAVING SELECTED AN IMAGILIGHTS® MOMENTS® LAMP.

Carefully read this guide before using your lamp. Always use your lamp in conformity with the utilization precautions.

Failure to do so will void any warranty. IMAGILIGHTS® disclaims any responsibility for incorrect use of the product

or charger in combination with another product which could be defective, dangerous or inappropriate.

FIRST USAGE PRECAUTIONS

To guarantee the maximum autonomy of your product, please conform to the first usage precautions:

1) Connect the charger

2) Fully charge your lamp’s battery by placing the lamp on the charger for at least 8 hours. While the lamp is charging the light 

    indicator on the charger will appear red. A green luminous indicator indicates the lamp is fully charged. 

It is recommended to empty (discharge) the full capacity of the battery before recharging fully. The internal battery has a charge 

accumulator and will require 5 or 6 complete charges/discharges before reaching optimal charge capacity.

Your lamp automatically turns off when placed on its charger plate. This to protect the long life of the battery and to assure that

charging and discharging is not done simultaneously.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Light source

Number of Leds

Led lifetime

Battery type

Battery power

Energy consumption

Remote

LED 24 - mini USB

24

+50.000 hours

rechargeable Li-ion 3.7 V 18650 battery

5200 mAh

1.5 Watt

Infrared

MATERIAL

Metal: Anodized brushed aluminum

Plastics: PMMA + PC

IP52

LIGHT AUTOMATICALLY TURNS
OFF WHEN CHARGING

Frequently re-tighten the lamp head by turning it firmer on the lamp base.

The flexible external cable of this charger cannot be replaced. 

In case of damage the charger should be discarded. 



YOUR MOMENTS® LAMP

COLOR UP: Choose between one of our 24 pre-programmed colors.

COLOR DOWN: Choose between one of our 24 pre-programmed colors.

Start the 160.000 color mix mode 1 which will take approximately 14 minutes (= ultra slow), and will continue without 

interruption.To fix a color, press the same button again. To continue the cycle, press this same button again.

Shift through 4 different light intensity modes.

PRE-PROGRAMMED COLORS

1. Warm white

2. Galactic white

3. Candle mode in yellow

4. Candle mode in orange

5. Dark red

6. Light red

7. Light orange

8. Dark orange

9. Yellow

10. White / Green

11. Light green

12. Dark green

13. Turquoise

14. Blue / Turquoise

15. Blue / Green

16. Purple / Blue

17. Dark blue

18. Light pink

19. Medium pink

20. Dark pink

21. Salmon

22. Light purple

23. Dark purple

24. Pink / Purple

LIGHT HOURS (APPROXIMATELY)

Charging time: 8 hours

High intensity in warm white: 18 hours

Low intensity in warm white: 76 hours

Color mix: 26 hours

Color fix: 34 hours

Candle effect: 34 hours

Press color up for + 2sec. to switch your lamp ON or OFF

Battery indicator

66% - 100%
33% - 66%

5% - 33%

0% - 5%



INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL

ON OFF

UP DOWN

RGB + WHITE RGB

BRIGHTNESS CANDLE MODE

COLOR LOCK

COLOR UP & DOWN: Choose between one of our 24 pre-programmed colors.

Start the 160.000 color mix mode 1 or 2 which will take approximately 14 minutes (= ultra slow), 

and will continue without interruption.To fix a color, press the same button again. To continue the 

cycle, press this same button again.

BRIGHTNESS: Shift through 4 different light intensity modes.
CANDLE MODE: Choose candle light mode 1 (yellow) or 2 (orange).

COLOR LOCK: Press this button multiple times while aiming at your lamps to disable the 

pushbuttons fuctions on the bottom of the lamps. To cancel the color lock function turn off your 

lamp with the remote or place it back on the charger.

CHARGING POSSIBILITIES

LIGHT AUTOMATICALLY TURNS
OFF WHEN CHARGING

The remote operates on one Lithium battery CR2025 3V

Charger plates are not standard included when purchasing a table lamp

One MOM 8 multi charger plate charges up to 8 lamps 

simultaneously. These can be stacked on top of eachother.

The MOM 8 MULTI CHARGER operates with the following 

adapter: Input 100-240V AC~50/60 Hz - Output DC 9V 5A 

The MOM 1 MINI CHARGER charges one 

single lamp and operates with the following adapter:

Input 100-240V AC~50/60 Hz - Output DC 6V 1A

Lamp is useless without its specific prescribed IMAGILIGHTS® charger.

Your lamp automatically turns off when placed on its charger plate. This to protect the long life of the battery and to assure that

charging and discharging is not done simultaneously. While the lamp is charging the indicator on the charger will appear red. 

A green luminous indicator indicates the lamp is fully charged. 



REPLACING SPARE PARTS

Every part of the MOMENTS lamp can be replaced when necessary. Please contact us at info@imagilights.com for more information.

To open the lamp first carefully turn the lamp’s head off the lamp base. Remove the metal lamp base by pressing on the LED stick 

with your tumb while holding the metal lamp base.  

 

fase 2: remove the metal lamp basefase 1: turn off the lamp’s head

CAUTION: Place your hand under the lamp base when dismantling the lamp. Failure to do so may result in the inside LED module to drop.

fase 3: loosen the screw of the battery door

fase 4: remove the battery door fase 5: remove the battery

Push the battery down before pulling it out. 

Attention: The device must be switched off 

before removing the battery.  

+

-

TROUBLESHOOTING

If your lamp falls and the top part of the head unclicks:

Firstly unscrew the opal diffusor from the lamp base before

clicking the head back on. This to avoid damaging the USB

led stick. 

 


